
This summary report documents Challenge TB’s contributions to USAID targets across 21 countries and six core projects, as well 
as the key results achieved in the second year of the project.

Above - Patient receiving DOT, Bangladesh (Photo: Md. Kaykuzzaman)
Below - Presumptive TB patients transported for screening, Cambodia (Photo: Chry Monyrath)
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$ESPITE�THE�4"�EPIDEMIC�BEING�MUCH�LARGER�THAN�PREVIOUSLY�
estimated, both the number of deaths and the incidence 
rate continue to fall. However, the rate of decline in TB 
incidence from 2014 to 2015 was only 1.5%, showing that 
SIGNIÚCANT�EFFORTS�AND�INNOVATIONS�ARE�NEEDED�TO�REACH�THE�
%ND�4"�3TRATEGY�S�TARGET�OF�A�����REDUCTION�IN�INCIDENCE�BY�
2025 compared to 2015. 

)N�������THERE�WERE�AN�ESTIMATED������MILLION�NEW�4"�CASES�
WORLDWIDE��OF�WHICH���MILLION�WERE�AMONG�CHILDREN��0EOPLE�
LIVING�WITH�()6�ACCOUNTED�FOR�����MILLION�OF�ALL�NEW�4"�CASES��
AND�THERE�WERE�ESTIMATED���������NEW�CASES�OF�MULTIDRUG�
RESISTANT�4"��-$24"	�AND�AN�ADDITIONAL���������PEOPLE�WITH�
RIFAMPICINRESISTANT�4"��224"	��#4"�WORKS�IN�COUNTRIES�WHICH�
account for approximately 60% of the global estimated 
NUMBER�OF�INCIDENT�4"�CASES��AROUND�����AMONG�()6
POSITIVE�PEOPLE	�IN������

Of the estimated 1.4 million deaths from TB in 2015, 
400,000 resulted from TB disease among people living 
WITH�()6��!BOUT�����OF�4"�DEATHS�AMONG�()6NEGATIVE�
people occurred in the 22 CTB countries with a 1% average 
RATE�OF�DECLINE��!LTHOUGH�#4"�WORKS�IN�SOME�OF�THE�MOST�
()6�PREVALENT�COUNTRIES������OF�#4"�COUNTRIES�SAW�AN����
DECREASE�IN�4"�MORTALITY�IN�PERSONS�LIVING�WITH�()6��DUE�IN�
PART�TO�INCREASED�TESTING�AND�DOCUMENTING�OF�NOTIÚED�4"�
patients and an emphasis upon initiating or maintaining anti-
RETROVIRAL�THERAPY��!24	�FOR�THOSE�INFECTED�WITH�()6�

)N�������THE�GLOBAL�NUMBER�OF�()6POSITIVE�4"�PATIENTS�ON�
!24�WAS�����OF�THE�ESTIMATED�GLOBAL�NUMBER�OF�INCIDENT�
()6POSITIVE�4"�CASES��INDICATIVE�OF�THE�FRACTION�OF�ESTIMATED�
gMISSINGs�CASES�WHO�ARE�()6�POSITIVE��

'LOBAL�COVERAGE�OF�!24�FOR�NOTIÚED�4"�PATIENTS�WHO�WERE�
KNOWN�TO�BE�COINFECTED�WITH�()6�REACHED������4WELVE�����	�
CTB countries were above the global average for coverage 
OF�!24�FOR�NOTIÚED�4"�PATIENTS�COINFECTED�WITH�()6�AND�THE�
AVERAGE�!24�COVERAGE�INCREASED�FROM�����IN������TO�����IN�
2015. 
 

CHALLENGE TB

#HALLENGE�4"��#4"	�IS�53!)$�S�ÛAGSHIP�GLOBAL�MECHANISM�
FOR�IMPLEMENTING�THE�5NITED�3TATES�'OVERNMENT��53'	�4"�
STRATEGY�AS�WELL�AS�CONTRIBUTING�TO�4"�()6�ACTIVITIES�UNDER�THE�
5�3��0RESIDENT�S�%MERGENCY�0LAN�FOR�!)$3�2ELIEF��0%0&!2	��
,AUNCHED�ON�/CTOBER����������THIS�ÚVEYEAR�COOPERATIVE�
AGREEMENT����������	�BUILDS�AND�EXPANDS�UPON�PREVIOUS�
53!)$�GLOBAL�PROGRAMS��NAMELY�4"�#!2%�)����������	��4"�
#!0����������	��AND�4"#4!����������	��

Challenge TB has three main objectives each with several 
focus areas for interventions:
p� )MPROVED�ACCESS�TO�HIGHQUALITY�PATIENTCENTERED�4"��
DRUGRESISTANT�4"��$24"	���4"�()6�SERVICES

p� 0REVENT�TRANSMISSION�AND�DISEASE�PROGRESSION
p� 3TRENGTHEN�4"�SERVICE�DELIVERY�PLATFORMS�

INTRODUCTION

TB/HIV



CHALLENGE TB COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS

A draft algorithm for contact 
investigation was developed 
and tested. During the three 
months of implementation, 

the average number of 
contacts screened increased 

by 40-50% and reached 
2.8-3.2 contacts per 

MDR-TB case.

Ukraine

ART for stable patients has 
been decentralized to TB 
DOT containers. In Engela 

district, a total of 2,721 
stable PLHIV originally 

receiving their ART at Engela 
District Hospital are now 
receiving it from six TB 

DOTS points.

Namibia

Small Investment

Medium Investment

GeneXpert has been rolled 
out to 34 health facilities, 

with each district having at 
least one machine. 

GeneXpert MTB/RIF has 
been adopted as the ‘initial’ 

diagnostic test for all 
presumptive TB cases. 

Botswana

1,654 index TB cases were 
registered out of which 333 
households were visited and 
contacts screened. 17% of 

those screened were referred 
for TB microscopy, 8% of 

which were bacteriologically 
confirmed with TB through 

smear microscopy.

South Sudan

Large Investment

HIV testing became 
routine for patients 

undergoing TB screening. 
A total of 6,854 patients 
who did not know their 

status were tested for HIV 
and 254 (4%) tested 

positive. 

Zimbabwe

Out of 24,515 notified TB 
cases during the year, 

24,173 (99%) were tested 
for HIV compared to the 
national target of 100%, 

with a TB/HIV co-infection 
rate of 32%. 

Tanzania

CB-DOTS implementation was 
strengthened and 18,204 

presumptive TB cases were 
referred for TB screening; 17% 

of the successful referrals 
(2,825/16,538) were 

diagnosed with TB (all forms), 
with 54% (1,530/2,825)
having bacteriologically 

positive TB. 

Mozambique

Four local partner NGOs 
were engaged to improve 

TB case-finding. As a 
result, case notification 

more than tripled in 
supported provinces from 
1,250 TB cases in Year 1 to 

3,853 in Year 2. 

DR Congo
(DRC)

TB diagnosis times have 
been reduced. Now 85% 

(19% at baseline), 80% (48%), 
and 67% (50%) of patients 

are diagnosed in under two 
days in Lagos, Benue and 

Akwa Ibom states, 
respectively.

Nigeria



TB diagnosis, treatment and 
IPT are now covered by health 
insurance. As TB patients are 
now being referred directly 
from the commune level to 
district or provincial TB care 
and prevention facilities they 

also have shorter waiting 
times for diagnosis. 

Vietnam

A ‘Cover Your Cough’ 
campaign was conducted 
with school children in 20 

schools in four townships in 
the Yangon Region. The 
campaign has been so 

successful it is continuing 
and has so far reached 

15,890 students.
Following the training of 

pediatricians in Sylhet 
Division on childhood TB, the 
number of TB cases reported 

among children rose 
significantly. CTB partners 
nationwide found 5,600 of 
the 6,500 pediatric cases 

reported.

Burma

Bangladesh

A total of 7,283 children 
were screened, of which 186 
were diagnosed with TB and 

initiated on treatment. A 
total of 1,552 child contacts 

were enrolled on IPT.

Cambodia

From a total of 1,038 
children who were identified 
as household contacts, 13 

were diagnosed with TB and 
put on treatment. Another 
941 screened negative, of 
which 425 were started on 

IPT. 

Ethiopia

Development of the 
implementation plan for 
the introduction of new 

drugs and shorter 
regimens for DR-TB 

treatment was 
completed. 

Uzbekistan
An implementation plan for 

the introduction of new 
drugs and shorter regimens 

for DR-TB treatment was 
developed and approved 

by the Ministry of Health in 
April 2016.

Kyrgyzstan

The National Plan on the 
‘Introduction of New 
Drugs and Shorter 

Regimens for DR-TB 
Treatment’ was approved 

in April 2016. 

Tajikistan

Urban DOTS facilities 
identified 59,374 

presumptive TB patients and 
diagnosed 11,458 TB cases, 
contributing 30% of all TB 

cases notified in Year 2. 

Afghanistan

There was an increase in 
private and non-NTP public 

provider contributions to case 
notification in the ten 

supported districts between 
2014 and 2015. As a result, 

3,420 more cases were 
notified by non-NTP facilities 

in 2015 than in 2014.

Indonesia

A total of 30,963 presumptive 
pediatric TB cases were 
tested using GeneXpert, 

double the number in Year 1. 
A total of 2,146 pediatric TB 

cases were detected, of 
whom 185 were resistant to 

rifampicin. 

India

An action plan to improve the 
use of Xpert and its 

diagnostic algorithms was 
developed, along with a 

system for accurate 
forecasting and cartridge 
supply management. Four 
additional machines were 

procured and 
installed.

Malawi



)N�������THERE�WERE�AN�ESTIMATED���������-$24"�
cases in the 22 CTB countries. WHO estimated that 
�������	�#4"�COUNTRIES�HAD�MORE�THAN�������-$24"�
CASES��WITH�THE�HIGHEST�NUMBERS�ESTIMATED�FOR�)NDIA��
)NDONESIA��.IGERIA��AND�5KRAINE��WHEREAS��THE�HIGHEST�
ESTIMATED�-$24"�INCIDENCE�RATES�WERE�IN�THE�#ENTRAL�
!SIAN�2EPUBLICS��5KRAINE��.AMIBIA��-OZAMBIQUE��AND�
"URMA��4HE�#ENTRAL�!SIAN�2EPUBLICS�AND�5KRAINE�SHOW�
THE�HIGHEST�PERCENTAGES�OF�-$24"�AMONG�NEW�AND�
previously treated TB patients. 

)N�9EAR����FIVE�#4"�COUNTRIES�MET�OR�EXCEEDED�A�TREATMENT�
SUCCESS�RATE�OF�����FOR�-$2�224"�������COHORT	�AND�THE�
AVERAGE�INCREASED�FROM�����TO�����

)N�������#4"�COUNTRIES�REPORTED�A�TOTAL�OF��������-$2�
224"�CASES������OF�THE�ESTIMATED���������CASES	�AND�
�����������	�WERE�STARTED�ON�SECONDLINE�TREATMENT��
!LTHOUGH�THE�COHORTS�OF�-$2�224"�PATIENTS�DIAGNOSED�
and initiated on treatment in 2015 are not necessarily 
THE�SAME��THE�TREATMENT�COHORT�MAY�INCLUDE�PATIENTS�
DIAGNOSED�IN�THE�PREVIOUS�YEAR	��A�COMPARISON�OF�THE�
GROUPS�SHOWS�A�GAP�OF����BETWEEN�THOSE�DIAGNOSED�AND�
those started on treatment, which was 11% in 2014, thus 
3% lower.

)N�THE�FIRST�THREE�QUARTERS�OF�������AN�ESTIMATED��������

DRUG-RESISTANT TB

TREATMENT

PATIENTS�WERE�DIAGNOSED�WITH�CONFIRMED�224"�-$24"��
!�TOTAL�OF������������	�PATIENTS�INITIATED�TREATMENT�
FOR�UNCONFIRMED�AND�CONFIRMED�-$24"��WITH����#4"�
COUNTRIES�PLACING�AT�LEAST������OR�MORE	�ON�TREATMENT��
4ANZANIA�AND�.IGERIA�MADE�THE�GREATEST�IMPROVEMENTS��
FROM�����TO�����AND�����TO������RESPECTIVELY��$ELAYS�IN�
$24"�TREATMENT�INITIATION�AND�LOSS�TO�FOLLOWUP�REMAIN�A�
MAJOR�CHALLENGE�IN�)NDONESIA��-ALAWI�AND�6IETNAM�

!LL�#4"�COUNTRIES�ARE�STILL�BELOW�THE�����GLOBAL�%ND�4"�
3TRATEGY�PRIORITY�TARGET�FOR�4"�TREATMENT�COVERAGE��WITH�ONLY�
EIGHT�����	�COUNTRIES�HAVING�A�4"�TREATMENT�COVERAGE�OF�
����OR�ABOVE��

"ANGLADESH��#AMBODIA�AND�4ANZANIA�MAINTAINED�TREATMENT�
SUCCESS�RATES��432S	�ABOVE�����FOR�NEW�PATIENTS��AND����
COUNTRIES�MAINTAINED�OR�IMPROVED�ON������432S��!�TOTAL�
OF�����������PATIENTS�WERE�SUCCESSFULLY�TREATED�IN�#4"�
SUPPORTED�COUNTRIES�������COHORT	�RESULTING�IN�AN�OVERALL�432�
OF�����

(OWEVER��THIS�PROGRESS�IS�TEMPERED�BY�LOW�-$24"�432S�
in CTB countries, with only Burma, Nigeria, Bangladesh 
AND�#AMBODIA�MEETING�OR�EXCEEDING�THE�����TARGET��4HE�
GRADUAL�ROLLOUT�OF�NEW�DRUGS�AND�SHORTER�-$24"�REGIMENS�
is expected to improve these treatment outcomes.

!CCORDING�TO�THE�.40�DATA�REPORTED�BY����#4"�COUNTRIES��
MORE�THAN��������CHILDREN�WERE�STARTED�ON�ISONIAZID�
PREVENTIVE�THERAPY��)04	�ACCOUNTING�FOR�MORE�THAN�HALF�OF�
THOSE�PUT�ON�)04�GLOBALLY�AND�A�����INCREASE�OVER�������

)N�"ANGLADESH�#4"�S�LOCAL�PARTNERS�FOUND�AROUND�����������	�
OF�THE�������PEDIATRIC�CASES�NOTIÚED�NATIONWIDE�BETWEEN�
*AN3EP�������)N�)NDIA��THE�INITIATIVE�TO�IMPROVE�THE�DIAGNOSIS�
OF�4"�IN�CHILDREN�USING�8PERT�WAS�EXTENDED�FROM�FOUR�TO�NINE�
SITES��!�TOTAL�OF��������PRESUMPTIVE�PEDIATRIC�4"�CASES�WERE�
TESTED�WITH�'ENE8PERT�COMPARED�TO��������IN�9EAR����



FINDING THE MISSING CASES

Worldwide in 2015, 6.1 million new TB cases were reported 
to WHO. However, there was an estimated 4.3 million gap 
BETWEEN�INCIDENT�AND�NOTIÚED�CASES��WITH�)NDIA��)NDONESIA�
and Nigeria accounting for almost half of this gap.

#4"�IS�HELPING�TO�ÚND�MORE�OF�THESE�@MISSING��4"�CASES�
by expanding access to and demand for high-quality TB 
diagnostic and treatment services. 

)N�����������������CASES��ALL�FORMS	�WERE�NOTIÚED�ACROSS�#4"�
countries - a 3% increase over 2014. Notable jumps in case 
NOTIÚCATION�OCCURRED�IN�"ANGLADESH����	��!FGHANISTAN�����	��
%THIOPIA�����	��AND�3OUTH�3UDAN�����	��COUNTRIES�WHERE�
#4"�HAS�PLAYED�A�SUBSTANTIAL�ROLE�IN�ÚNDING�MORE�CASES�

Private Sector
The number of cases reported from the private and non-
NATIONAL�4"�PROGRAM��.40	�PUBLIC�SECTOR�FACILITIES�INCREASED�
FROM�������������	�OF�ALL�NOTIÚED�CASES�IN������TO�����
��������	�OF�CASES�IN�������/F�NOTE��IS�"ANGLADESH�WHERE�A�
NEW�0UBLIC0RIVATE�-IX�3TRATEGIC�0LAN�TO�ENGAGE�NON.40�
PROVIDERS�IN�THE�DIAGNOSIS��NOTIÚCATION�AND�TREATMENT�OF�
4"��CONTRIBUTED�TO�SUBSTANTIAL�INCREASES�IN�CASE�NOTIÚCATION��
.EARLY�����OF�ALL�CASE�NOTIÚCATIONS�CAME�FROM�NON.40�
providers in 2015 compared to only 13% the previous year. 

Community Referral
4HE�ENGAGEMENT�OF�THE�COMMUNITY�TO�HELP�ÚND��TREAT�AND�
care for TB patients is a priority for Challenge TB. 

Community referral contributed roughly 22% of all cases 
NOTIÚED�IN�9EAR�����������CASES	��WITH�!FGHANISTAN��$2#��
%THIOPIA��-OZAMBIQUE��.IGERIA��AND�3OUTH�3UDAN�HAVING�
substantial investment in community referral.

Though data are limited, there were increases in community 
REFERRAL�CASE�NOTIÚCATION�IN�%THIOPIA������IN������TO�����IN�
����	��.IGERIA�����TO����	��AND�)NDONESIA�����TO����	��

!T�THE�NATIONAL�LEVEL�IN�������DOCUMENTED�COMMUNITY�
REFERRAL�CONTRIBUTED����OF�ALL�4"�CASES�IN�COMPARISON�TO�ONLY�
���IN�������AN�INCREASE�OF���������CASES��

Strengthening Laboratory Capacity 
)N�9EAR�������#HALLENGE�4"�COUNTRIES�����	�HAD�A�NATIONAL�
TB laboratory operational plan, compared to only eight in 
9EAR����&ROM�9EAR���TO����#AMBODIA��$2#��)NDIA��)NDONESIA��
-ALAWI�AND�.AMIBIA�DEVELOPED�NATIONAL�4"�LABORATORY�
OPERATIONAL�PLANS��WITH�THE�#4"�PROJECTS�IN�$2#�AND�-ALAWI�
investing substantially in their development. 

/PERATIONALIZATION�OF�THESE�PLANS��AND�THOSE�DEVELOPED�
IN�9EAR����HAS�CONTRIBUTED�TO�INCREASES�IN�DRUGRESISTANCE�
TESTING��5ZBEKISTAN��5KRAINE��4AJIKISTAN��+YRGYZSTAN��.IGERIA��
-OZAMBIQUE��4ANZANIA��%THIOPIA�AND�"URMA�TESTED�MORE�
than 20% of new bacteriologically positive TB cases for 
-$2�224"��UP�FROM����IN�������

)N�ADDITION���������	�COUNTRIES�TESTED�MORE�THAN�����OF�
PREVIOUSLY�TREATED�BACTERIOLOGICALLY�CONÚRMED�4"�CASES�
TESTED�FOR�-$2�224"��UP�FROM�TEN�COUNTRIES�IN�������

GeneXpert
3INCE�THE�GLOBAL�ROLLOUT�OF�'ENE8PERT��8PERT	��THE�NUMBER�OF�
-$24"�PATIENTS�DIAGNOSED�HAS�NEARLY�DOUBLED��AS�HAS�THE�
NUMBER�OF�0,()6�INVESTIGATED�SYSTEMATICALLY�FOR�4"�USING�THE�
rapid test.

#4"�IS�PLAYING�A�CRITICAL�ROLE�IN�ROLLOUT�OF�8PERT�AND�IN�
improving diagnostic connectivity, to ensure results reach 
PATIENTS�QUICKLY�AND�THE�TIME�TO�TREATMENT�INITIATION�IS�
REDUCED��#4"�EFFORTS�ACROSS�THE����COUNTRIES�SIGNIÚCANTLY�
INCREASED�THEIR�FOCUS�ON�STRENGTHENING�8PERT�DIAGNOSTIC�
NETWORKS�AND�COVERAGE�TO�ENSURE�MACHINES�ARE�PROPERLY�
maintained and to expand their use for rapid and more 
accurate diagnosis. 

)N�6IETNAM��WHERE�8PERT�ROLLOUT�BEGAN�IN������UNDER�
4"�#!2%�)��INCREASES�IN�8PERT�MACHINE�COVERAGE�CONTRIBUTED�
TO�A�����INCREASE�IN�8PERT�TESTING�WITH��������OF�THE��������
TESTS�DETECTING�-4"��AND�������224"�CASES��

GxAlert
4O�INCREASE�THE�EFÚCIENCY�OF�REPORTING�TEST�RESULTS��THE�OPEN
SOURCE�'X!LERT�SOFTWARE�IS�CURRENTLY�BEING�INSTALLED�IN����
CTB countries. 

'X!LERT�IS�NOW�SECURELY�CONNECTING�NEARLY�ALL�MACHINES�IN�
THE�DIAGNOSTIC�NETWORK�IN�"OTSWANA��4HIS�ALLOWS�AUTOMATIC�
real-time reporting of test results, and more than 21,000 test 
results have already reported.

!FTER�A�ÚVE�FACILITY�PILOT��"ANGLADESH�IS�BEGINNING�THE�
NATIONAL�ROLLOUT�OF�THE�'X!LERT�CONNECTIVITY��"ANGLADESH�
IS�THE�ÚRST�COUNTRY�TO�ROLLOUT�THE�NEW�)NVENTORY�AND�3TOCK�
-ANAGEMENT�FEATURES�OF�'X!LERT�AND�TO�INTEGRATE�THESE�
features into the scaling-up process.

Surveillance
TB prevalence surveys and drug resistance surveys have 
BEEN�RECENTLY�COMPLETED��ARE�ONGOING�OR�ARE�PLANNED�IN����
#4"�COUNTRIES�FROM�����������4HESE�SURVEYS�ALLOW�THESE�
countries to use quality data for monitoring the TB epidemic 
as well as evidence-based program implementation and 
PLANNING�INCLUDING�THE�NEXT�CYCLE�OF�'LOBAL�&UND�CONCEPT�
note development.



GLOBAL FUND/NEW DRUGS & REGIMENS

Specimen Transport
CTB activities are also focused on strengthening specimen 
TRANSPORT�SYSTEMS�TO�INCREASE�ACCESS�TO�AND�UTILIZATION�OF�
8PERT�TESTING��

)N�$2#��A�TOTAL�OF�������SPUTUM�SAMPLES�WERE�TRANSPORTED�
FROM�HEALTH�FACILITIES��MANY�IN�REMOTE�AREAS	�TO�8PERT�SITES��

3IMILARLY�IN�.IGERIA��NEARLY��������SAMPLE�WERE�TRANSPORTED�
by the end of the year thereby increasing the number of 
8PERT�TESTS�PERFORMED�BY������

3OUTH�3UDAN�ESTABLISHED�SAMPLE�TRANSPORT�FROM�4"�
laboratories to the central reference laboratory for testing, 
RESULTING�IN�A�����INCREASE�IN�8PERT�TESTS�

)N�%THIOPIA�EIGHT�COLD�CHAIN�VEHICLES�WERE�PROCURED�AND�
specimen referral software was developed to facilitate better 
communication between referring and testing facilities, and 
THE�NEW�SYSTEM�WAS�MONITORED�OVER�A�SIXWEEK�PERIOD��!T�
BASELINE����������	�SAMPLES�WERE�DELIVERED�TO�THE�REGIONAL�
laboratory within seven days. Under the new system, vehicles 
carrying 550 specimens traveled between duty stations 
and specimen referral health facilities 32 times, 24 of which 
����	�ACHIEVED�SAME�DAY�DELIVERY�OF�SPUTUM�SAMPLES�TO�
TESTING�FACILITIES��)N�THE�REMAINING�EIGHT��SPUTUM�SAMPLES�
were collected and delivered to testing sites within two days, 
clearly showing that the use of cold chain transportation can 
SIGNIÚCANTLY�REDUCE�SAMPLE�DELIVERY�TIMES�

Active Case Finding (ACF)
#4"�WORKS�IN�!FGHANISTAN��"ANGLADESH��#AMBODIA��$2#��
%THIOPIA��-OZAMBIQUE��AND�3OUTH�3UDAN�TO�IMPLEMENT�!#&�
initiatives including:

Case detection and treatment in prison settings - Using 
SCREENING�WITH�CHEST�8RAY�AND�DIAGNOSTIC�EVALUATION�WITH�
'ENE8PERT��IMPROVED�SPUTUM�TRANSPORT�AND�TRAININGS�FOR�
PRISON�GUARDS�AND�INMATES�ALIKE�ON�REFERRAL�SYSTEMS��4"�
PREVENTION��AND�THE�IDENTIÚCATION�OF�PRESUMPTIVE�4"�CASES��
MORE�THAN�����4"�CASES�WERE�DIAGNOSED�IN�PRISONS�ACROSS�
CTB countries. 

#ONTACT�INVESTIGATION��!�TOTAL�OF�������4"�CASES�WERE�
diagnosed after contact investigation was introduced 
OR�SCALEDUP�IN�!FGHANISTAN��"ANGLADESH��%THIOPIA��
-OZAMBIQUE��.IGERIA��3OUTH�3UDAN��4ANZANIA��AND�5KRAINE�

#OMMUNITY�!#&��#AMBODIA�TARGETED�THE�ELDERLY�
POPULATION�USING�PAGODAS�AS�A�CONTACT�POINT��!S�A�RESULT�
OF�THESE�EFFORTS�IN�#AMBODIA�A�TOTAL�OF��������PRESUMPTIVE�
4"�PATIENTS�AMONG�THE�ELDERLY�WERE�IDENTIÚED�AND�REFERRED�
FOR�FURTHER�INVESTIGATION�AND�����������	�4"�PATIENTS�WERE�
diagnosed and initiated on treatment. 

!T�HIGHBURDEN�SITES�IN�THE�DISTRICTS�OF�"LANTYRE�AND�,ILONGWE�
IN�-ALAWI��4"�SCREENING�IN�!24�CLINICS�WAS�STRENGTHENED��
and on-the-spot sputum sample collection was introduced in 
FACILITIES�WHERE�IT�HADN�T�PREVIOUSLY�EXISTED�

New Drugs & Regimens (ND&Rs)
4HE�"EDAQUILINE��"$1	�PROJECT�ROLLED�OUT�THE�GENERIC�
implementation planning tool and the programmatic and 
CLINICAL�GUIDE�FOR�THE�INTRODUCTION�OF�.$�2S��#OUNTRIES�ARE�
calculating drug needs, establishing basic safety monitoring 
measures and planning to start enrollment in the coming 
months. 

+YRGYZSTAN�AND�4AJIKISTAN�ARE�READY�TO�INTRODUCE�.$�2�
HAVING�GAINED�APPROVAL�FROM�THE�-INISTRY�OF�(EALTH�AND�HAVE�
trained staff in early diagnosis, early treatment initiation, and 
MONITORING�OF�TREATMENT�SAFETY�AND�EFÚCACY�

3O�FAR�����INDIVIDUALS�IN����#4"�COUNTRIES�HAVE�STARTED�ON�
TREATMENT�REGIMENS�CONTAINING�"$1��INCLUDING�PATIENTS�FROM�
+AZAKHSTAN	�

Global Fund (GF)
!�MAJOR�ACHIEVEMENT�WAS�THE�ROLLOUT�OF�THE�'LOBAL�&UND�
(UB��4HE�PRIMARY�ROLE�OF�THE�'&�(UB�IS�TO�ENSURE�THAT�#4"�
CONTRIBUTES�TO�THE�SUCCESS�OF�'&�GRANTS�IN�#4"�COUNTRIES��
FROM�GRANT�APPLICATION��TO�GRANT�MAKING�AND�ULTIMATELY�TO�
implementation.

CTB now has an overall picture of grant performance in the 
21 countries where it operates and at the end of the year 
there were 35 signed grants across CTB countries, with the 
MAJORITY�ENDING�IN�$ECEMBER������

FINDING THE MISSING CASES



4HE�'LOBAL�(EALTH�"UREAU��/FÚCE�OF�(EALTH��)NFECTIOUS�$ISEASE�AND�.UTRITION��()$.	��53�!GENCY�FOR�)NTERNATIONAL�$EVELOPMENT��ÚNANCIALLY�SUPPORTS�THIS�PUBLICATION�THROUGH�#HALLENGE�4"�UNDER�THE�TERMS�OF�
!GREEMENT�.O��!)$/!!!���������4HIS�PUBLICATION�IS�MADE�POSSIBLE�BY�THE�GENEROUS�SUPPORT�OF�THE�!MERICAN�PEOPLE�THROUGH�THE�5NITED�3TATES�!GENCY�FOR�)NTERNATIONAL�$EVELOPMENT��53!)$	��4HE�CONTENTS�
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E-mail  info@challengetb.org
Website www.challengetb.org
Twitter  @challengetb

CONTACT DETAILS:

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?

4HE�FULL�#HALLENGE�4"�9EAR���!NNUAL�2EPORT�IS�AVAILABLE�TO�DOWNLOAD�HERE�
http://www.challengetb.org/reports

The Challenge TB website hosts hundreds of tools that cover all aspects of TB 
care and prevention: 

HTTP���WWW�CHALLENGETB�ORG�LIBRARY

NEW TOOLS:

Supporting Local Ownership of TB Care and Prevention Initiatives

4HIS�DOCUMENT�SUMMARIZES�THE�LESSONS�LEARNED�ON�LOCALLY�OWNED�INITIATIVES�
UNDER�THE�4"�#!2%�)�PROJECT��)T�DESCRIBES�THE�KEY�FACTORS�FOR�SUCCESS��THE�
RISK�FACTORS�AND�THE�ROLE�OF�4!��4HESE�LESSONS�LEARNED�CAN�BE�USED�UNDER�THE�
Challenge TB project by country teams, local and international consultants and 
staff of the coalition partners who are involved in planning, monitoring and 
evaluating Challenge TB projects.

HTTP���WWW�CHALLENGETB�ORG�PUBLICATIONS�TOOLS�HSS�,OCALLY?/WNED?INITIATIVES�
pdf

Health Care Workers Desk Guide for the Management of TB in Children - 
Zimbabwe

4HIS�GUIDE�IS�AIMED�AT�HEALTH�WORKERS�MANAGING�SICK�CHILDREN�AT�PRIMARY�CARE�
LEVEL�AND�ANY�HEALTH�WORKER�WORKING�IN�OUTPATIENTS��SETTINGS��)T�WAS�REVISED�AND�
ADAPTED�FROM�4HE�5NION�S�$ESK'UIDE�FOR�THE�DIAGNOSIS�AND�MANAGEMENT�OF�
4"�IN�CHILDREN�IN�CONSULTATION�WITH�KEY�STAKEHOLDERS�IN�CHILD�HEALTH�ACTIVITIES�
INCLUDING�SPECIALIST�PEDIATRICIANS��POLICY�MAKERS�AND�PARTNERS�IN�CHILD�HEALTH�

HTTP���WWW�CHALLENGETB�ORG�PUBLICATIONS�TOOLS�COUNTRY�$ESK?'UIDE?
-ANAGEMENT?4"?#HILDREN?:IMBABWE�PDF

GxAlert implementation Strategy 2016 (Archive ZIP)

!�GUIDE�TO�THE�IMPLEMENTATION�OF�'X!LERT�OR�OTHER�CONNECTIVITY�DEVICES�THAT�ARE�
CAPABLE�OF�LINKING�DIAGNOSTIC�RESULTS�TO�PATIENT�RECORDS��'X!LERT�ALLOWS�FOR�FAST�
FEEDBACK�OF�LABORATORY�RESULTS�TO�PATIENTS��REFERRING�CLINICIANS��TREATMENT�CENTERS��
-INISTRY�OF�(EALTH�STAFF�AND�THE�COUNTRY�S�EXISTING�HEALTH�INFORMATION�SYSTEMS�

HTTP���WWW�CHALLENGETB�ORG�PUBLICATIONS�TOOLS�LAB�'X!LERT?IMPLEMENTATION?
4OOL?"OX?VERSION?�?�����ZIP

#ONTENT�$ESIGN�,AYOUT��4RISTAN�"AYLY

WEBSITE

Challenge TB contributes to the WHO 
End TB Strategy targets:

Vision: A world free of TB
Goal: To end the global TB epidemic
By 2025: A 75% reduction in TB deaths 
(compared with 2015) and less than 50 
cases per 100,000 population.

Global Fund:

Challenge TB assists countries with the full 
Global Fund life cycle, from epi-analysis 
and national strategic plans to concept 
notes and full implementation.

Overarching:

Challenge TB is a cost-e!ective and 
e"cient mechanism with a particular 
emphasis on reaching out to vulnerable 
communities. It assists countries to move 
towards universal access through a patient-
centered approach that identifies and 
addresses the needs of all patients including 
women and children.

#HALLENGE�4"�IS�LED�BY�+.#6�4UBERCULOSIS�
&OUNDATION��

The project is implemented by a unique 
COALITION�OF�NINE�ORGANIZATIONS�

!MERICAN�4HORACIC�3OCIETY��!43	 

&()����

)NTERNATIONAL�5NION�!GAINST�4UBERCULOSIS�
AND�,UNG�$ISEASE��4HE�5NION	

)NTERACTIVE�2ESEARCH���$EVELOPMENT��)2$	

*APAN�!NTI4UBERCULOSIS�!SSOCIATION��*!4!	

+.#6�4UBERCULOSIS�&OUNDATION��+.#6	

-ANAGEMENT�3CIENCES�FOR�(EALTH��-3(	

0!4(

7ORLD�(EALTH�/RGANIZATION��7(/	
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